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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

MESSAGE DU PRESIDENT

Keith Wilson

Keith Wilson

Th is will be my last "message from the chair" before
handing over the reins to my worthy replacement, Charles
Morin. A transition like this is always a good place to stop and
reflect on things, and in my case, I fmd myself reflecting on the
interview with Nicholas Cummings that appeared in the last
issue of the newsletter. As a former president of APA, Dr.
Cummings is certainly an illustrious psychologist, and his
successful entrepreneurial career in the American managed
care environment suggests that his vision of the future of
psychology, if not exactly pretty, is worth taking seriously. I
certainly heard a number of comments about it from Section
members.

Voici mon demier «message du presidenb) etant donne que je
cede les renes a mon digne remplaltant Charles Morin. Une
transition comme celie qui se presente est toujours I'occasion
de reflechir. Pour rna part, j'ai refl6cbi a l'entrevue avec
Nicholas Cummings, qui est reproduite dans Ie demier numero
du bulletin. Ancien president de I'APA, IY Cummings est sans
contredit un iUustre psychologue. La carriere d'entrepreneur
reussie qu'it a menee dans I'univers americain des soins diriges
donne Apenser que sa vision de I'avenir de la psychologie,
bien que loin d'Stre seduisante, merite d'Stre prise au serieux.
J'ai entendu a cet egard de nombreux cornmentaires de la part
des membres de la Section.

Dr. Cummings' basic message was that in the world
of managed care, free-market economics wrests control from
the professional "guilds" in dictating how much of what kind
of therapy will be provided to which clients by what type of
professionals. If everything else (i.e. outcome) is equal, then
the economic rule of thumb is that therapy, if provided at all,
should be as short as possible and administered by the cheapest
person who can competently do the job. This makes a certain
amount of sense, frankly, but it is a vision that may result in
change in some areas of the "guild". In the expectation that
whatever happens in the U.S. eventually makes a big impact in
Canada, I fmd myself wondering what the future holds for us.

Le message fondan1ental de IY Cummings se resume cornme
suit: dans Ie monde des soins diriges, l' economie de marcbe
arrache Ie contrOle aux «guildes» professionnelJes et dicte la
quantite de services de therapie, la nature des services de
therapie Ie type de clients a recevoir ces services et Ie type de
professionnels ales offiir. Si toutes autres choses (c.-A-d. Ie resultat) sont egales., la regie empirique d'ordre economique est
que les services de therapie, s'il en est, devraient etre aussi
brefs que possible et offerts par les personnes competentes qui
imposentles coOts les plus bas. HonnStement, c'est un message
qui n'est pas depourvu de sens, mais il denote une vision qui
risque de modifier certains secteurs des «guildes». PuisQue
loute situation aux Etats-Unis fmit par se repercuter au Canada,
je me demande ce que I'avenir nous reserve.

Like most psychologists, I wear a number of clinical,
research, and administrative hats. By serving on the Section
Executive, I have also had the chance to see some of the
political developments that are currently facing the discipline.
In some jurisdictions, we are seeing greater enfranchisement of
M.A.-level providers, combined with various institutional
interests in hiring less expensive professionals. This ongoing
M.A.-Ph.D. tug-of-war may soon take on a new twist with
proposals to establish the first Psy.D. program in Canada.
Thus, the debate around credentialing at various levels of the
discipline is likely to remain vigorous for some time, perhaps
(as Dr. Cummings suggests), with an even greater emphasis on
cost-consciousness.

Comme la plupart des psychologues, j'exerce diverses activit6s
: cliniques, administratives et recherches. En tant que membre
du Comite executif,j'ai egalement eu la chance d'atre temoin
de changements politiques qui touchent la discipline. Dans certains secteurs de c~mpetence, on assiste a I'emancipation accrue des foumisseurs de services qui possedent une maitrise,
sans compter que divers etablissements souhaitent embaucher
des professionnels a moindres frais. Avee les propositions
visant I'instauration du premier programme Psy.D. au Canada,
Ie duel acharne maitrise-doctorat pourrait bient6t prendre une
nouvelle toumure. II y a done fort a parier que Ie debat sur la
delivrance des titres et des certificats a divers niveaux de la discipline demeurera vigoureux encore quelque temps et qu'il sera
peut-etre (comme I'indique Dr Cummings) davantage axe sur
la notion de coOts.

This issue is also related, although perhaps indirectly,
to other trends in the discipline. Third-party payers and
scientist-practitioners are on the same side of the fence when it
comes to calling for the use of treatment protocols that are
empirically validated. In fact, the Section has recently moved
to sponsor a task force on the role of empirically validated
treatments in psychology. In some of my own research, we are
attempting to empirically validate a brief group
psychoeducational therapy for insomnia in patients with
,1edical conditions. However, there is a certain irony in the
'fact that this highly structured intervention could certainly be

Cette question se rattache egalement, quoique peut-etre indirectement, a d'autres tendances de la discipline. Tiers payeurs
et scientiftques-praticiens sont du mSme cOte de la barricade
quand il est question de I'utilisation de protocoles de traitement
valides de falt0n empirique. En fail, la Section a decide recemment de parrainer un groupe de travail sur Ie role des traitements valides empiriquement en psychologie. Dans certaines
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CONVENTION 'UPDATE

~. des recherches que j'ai moi-meme menees, nous tentons de

valider empiriquement une courte therapie de groupe psychopedagogique pour soigner l'insomnie chez des patients
souffrant de troubles medicaux. II y a toutefois une certaine
ironie dans Ie fait que cette intervention hautement structuree
pourrait certainement etre enseignee a des therapeutes sans formation doctorale. Dr Cummings laisse entendre que Ie role des
futurs psychologues oeuvrant dans les etablissements de sante
sera de plus en plus confine a l'elaboration de programmes, a
la supervision et a l'evaluation. Je crois qu'il est possible de
voir comment cela pourrait se produire.
En terminant,j'espere que les tnembres de la Section considerent celle-ci comme une importante tribune ou ils peuvent exposer leurs preoccupations au sujet de la discipline et ou ils
peuvent partager des idees avec leurs collegues de partout au
pays. II s'agit d'une epoque non depourvue d'interet pour les
psychologues c1iniciens, et iI serait avantageux de pouvoir
profiter plus largement de l' experience et de la sagesse
d'autrui. Les psychologues ont d'ordinaire tant a dire. Nous les
invitons a utiliser la Section, et Ie bulletin en particulier, pour
exprimer leurs points de vue.

Canadian Psychological Association
Update: May 21, 1997
Have you registered for the CPA Convention?
Friends and colleagues:
Just a friendly remindertbat the CPA national convention is
fast approaching. CPA wiu be hosted in Toronto at the SheratoD Centre, June 11-14. The 1997 programme is more exciting
and dynamic than ever, with invited presentations from Drs.
Norman Endler, AlbertBandura and Louise Nadeau, a full
slate of over 800 individual paper and poster presentations,
over 20 section meetings, and a wide variety of social events
and activities to take full advantage of Canada's largest cityl

For more information, or to receive a registndion form by. fax.
contact CPA. More detailed infonnation on the convention is
located in the CPA web site:
WWW.c:pLca/CODveDtlQtoron.btmJ (choose Home).
We hope to see you in Toronto!

f\
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(Continuedfrom page 2)

taught to therapists with much less than Ph.D. - level training.
Dr. Cummings suggests that the role of future psychologists in
health-care settings will increasingly be one of program
development, supervision, and evaluation. I think it is possible
to see how this could happen.

In closing, I hope that Section members look at the
Section as being an important forum where they can bring up
their concerns about discipline-related matters, and share ideas
with colleagues across the country. These are "interesting
times" in which to be a clinical psychologist, and it would be
nice to benefit more broadly from the experience and wisdom
of others. Usually, psychologists have so much to say. It
would be great if they could use the Section, and the
Newsletter in particular, as a vehicle to express their views.

Kathy LachapeUe--Petrin
Convention Coordinator
(613) 237-2144
(613)237-1674 Fax

klpetrin@cpa.ca
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two sided, having both positive and negative aspects. The perAt the XXVI International Congress of Psychology, the Clinison can choose to use the sensitivity and attentiveness to detail
cal Section sponsored an integrated paper session entitled:
that arise from this personality style in either a positive way
"Japanese and North American perspectives on shyness and so(e.g., to help others) or a negative way (in self-preoccupation
cial phobia. In this session, speakers from Japan, Canada, and
and emotional symptoms). In contrast, only a very few atthe United States compared western cognitive-behavioral aptempts have been made by western writers to consider positive
proaches to social anxiety with concepts and treatments arising
features of shyness, most notably in Gough's distinction befrom the Japanese Moritan perspective, based on the work of
tween positive and negative shyness (e.g., Gough & Thorne,
psychiatrist Shoma Morita. The papers addressed three topics:
1986). However, this distinction has not been widely adopted,
personality vulnerabilities, social and cognitive factors, and
and
the prevailing view of shyness is of a predominantly negatreatment perspectives. In the first section of the symposium,
tive personality feature.
Jonathan Cheek and Kei Nakamura compared the western
concept of shyness as a personality disposition with th~
Japanese concept of the shinkeishitsu personality. In the secKei Nakamura suggested that another differenc~ between the
ond section, Kyoichi Kondo presented a Japanese sociotwo perspectives is the emphasis on obsessional thinking
cultural model oftaijin-kyofu-sho (TKS), and Lynn Alden exwithin the Japanese model. Shinkeishitsu is seen as similar in
amined western cognitive models of social phobia. In the
some ways to the obsessive-compulsive personality, although
third section, Ishu Ishiyama compared Morita therapy with
the shinkeishitsu individual is characterized by sensitive introcgnitive-behavioral treatment regimens for social anxiety. The
ver sion and lacks the organizing or compulsive behaviors of
talks revealed a number of similarities, as well as
the obsessive-compuJsive individual. Westsome striking differences, between the
ern writers consider self-critical cogni..... shinl,ci,hihu indi\ iduals arc helic\l'd to
two cultural perspectives. The pri'ons to be a central feature of shyness
hmc the ahilit~ tOl'hollw \\ hethl'r their inmary conclusions of the session will
d of social phobia, however, this has
nate pers"nalit~, features \\ illicad to Jlerbe summarized below.
ot been placed in the context of an un"onal allli social impairment ."
derlying personality trait
Personality Vulnerabilities
According to both Japanese and western theories, personality
dispositions contribute to the development of social phobia and
taijin-kyofu-sho (TKS), its Japanese counterpart. Western
writers propose that shyness, or social timidity, is one personality factor that increases an individual's vulnerability to social
phobia. Moritan writers believe that TKS and other anxiety
conditions arise from the shinkeishitsu personality configuration. Shinkeishitsu is a multi-faceted concept that is somewhat
broader in focus than shyness. The shinkeishitsu individual is
said to be characterized by a tendency toward nervousness,
sensitivity, attentiveness to detail, an active inner life, and a
strong desire to do well.
Within both perspectives, personality features are seen to
have physiological underpinnings that are to some extent heritable. However psycho-social factors are proposed to influence the behavioral expression of these dispositions. Jonathan
Cheek discussed how western theories center around interactionist models in which individual developmental experiences
and socio-cultural factors are seen to either buffer or exacerbate temperamental shyness or timidity. Within the Moritan
framework, shinkeishitsu individuals are believed to have the
ability to choose whether their innate personality features will
lead to personal and social impairment. Perhaps the most
striking difference between the two perspectives is that Moritan writers view the shinkeishitsu personality as "bilateral", or

Social and Cognitive Factors
Both Moritan and western cognitive-behavioral theories highlight the contribution of cognitive processes to social phobia!
TKS. According to both viewpoints, individuals with pathological social anxiety are characterized by self-focus d attention, which creates or exacerbates self-critical thinking and intensifies emotional symptoms. Within western cognitive theories, self-focused attention has been the subject of detailed consideration. Distinctions have been drawn between private selfawareness, Le., awareness of one's thoughts, feelings, and
opinions, and public self-awareness, awareness of oneself as
an object of social scrutiny (e.g., Buss, 1980). Funhrmore,
within western models self-focused attention is viewed as having both good and bad aspects. Private self-awareness
strengthens one's ability to express and act on one's opinions,
which is viewed positively in many western cultures, particularly North America. Even public self-awareness is not seen as
negative in and of itself. Although public self-awareness activates self-evaluation it is the outcome of this evaluative process that is crucial in producing anxiety and avoidance. The
self-confident person may even benefit from public selfawareness. Overall, within western thought, being aware of
and true to one's self is viewed as positive, as is having the
confidence and ability to command social attention.
(Conti1lJled on page J)
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...Shyness and Social Phobia: (Continued)
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avoidance. Western cognitive theorists such as A.T. Beck and
D.M. Clark write about emotional reasoning, i.e., using symptoms of anxiety to infer that danger is present, that one is inadequate and that others will see anxiety-related symptoms and
disapprove of the anxious person (e.g., Beck & Emery, 1985;
Clark & Wells, 1995). Moritan theorists, such as Nakamura
and Ishiyama, write about psychic interaction, i.e., the anxious
person's focus on anxiety-symptoms and their desire to control
their emotional symptoms (e.g., lshiyama, 1987; Nakamura,
Kitanishi, & Ushijima, 1994). One significant difference between the two theoretical frameworks, however, concerns their
understanding of the basic nature of social anxiety. Within
CBT theories, social anxiety is treated as a predominantly negative state that should be reduced or controlled. Cognitive
therapies are based on the assumption that emotions can be
Another cognitive feature shared by the two viewpoints is the
willfully brought under control through increased awareness of
notion that self-critical cognitions arise from an inner
conthe relationship between thoughts and emotions and a
flict between the how the person views him or
rational examination of the accuracy of
herself and some standard of evaluation.
social
beliefs. By contrast, Moritan writ..
Moritan
..
('mphu~izc
acceptance
()
Western researchers, such as Strauman
ers
believe
that emotional reactions are
cm(ltion~ as a natural pari of life..."
and Leary, emphasize socially anxious
natural
phenomenon
that cannot be directly
people's sense of discrepancy between
or
changed
through acts of will.
controlled
how they see themselves and what they beof emotions as
Instead
Moritans
emphasize
acceptance
lieve others expect or require of them (Leary, 1995;
a
natural
part
of
life,
"like
the
weather".
Some
Moritan
writers
Strauman & Higgins, 1988). Strauman (1989) describes this as
view the western focus on "fixing" feelings as counterproducan "actual-ought other" discrepancy in the person's sense of
tive
and believe that asking patients to examine their emotions
self, that is, the anxious person perceives a discrepancy beonly
perpetuates their unhealthy preoccupation with controlling
tween their actual self and the self others think they ought to
are basically uncontrollable events. In Morita therapy,
what
be. Moritans write about "shiso no mujun", or a
patients
are encouraged to accept their anxiety without letting it
"contradiction" between what one should be and what one acdirect
their
behaviors. As with the shinkeishitsu personality
tually is. Within the Strauman system, this translates into a
structure,
Moritans
view social anxiety as bilateral in nature.
discrepancy between actual self and ideal self, or the self one
Although
social
anxiety
has negative aspects, it is also seen to
wishes to be. Thus, within both viewpoints the social phobic/
of
an
underlying
desire for life and for meanbe
an
expression
TKS individual has a sense of personal inadequacy, but the
to
others.
One
strategy
in lreabDent is to
ingful
relatedness
goal or standard used as the benchmark to evaluate one's adehelp
the
patient
reframe
social
anxiety
as
a
universal human requacy differs. The emphasis on falling short of one's ideal self
sponse
which
has
a
positive
self-actualizing
meaning that can
is also seen in the Moritan emphasis on the role of perfectionisand
adaptive
actions.
be
put
into
concrete
tic thinking in TKS. Both Japanese and western writers have
(Continuedfrom page 4)

In contrast, Moritans believe that self-centeredness is inherendy problematic because it distracts the person's attention
from "doing what needs doing". To the extent that selfawareness leads to withdrawal or to attempts to attract attention, it is seen within the Moritan framework as potentially disruptive to social harmony and therefore negative. The ideal,
according to Moritans, is that of "no-self', i.e., to lose the self
in constructive action. According to Kyoichi Kondo, exposure
to western influences is seen by some Japanese writers and social critics to have increased self-centeredness to an unhealthy
level among young people in Japan and to have contributed to
a growing number of social problems.

speculated on whether perfectionism contributes to social phobia (e.g., Bieling & Alden, In press), however, this idea is more
central to Japanese theories of social anxiety than to western
cognitive theories.
The two perspectives differ on the appropriate resolution of
these cognitive conflicts. In the west, phobic patients are
taught strategies to reduce their sense of falling short of others
expectations, either by enhancing their behavioral skills or by
changing their perceptions of their own abilities or others' expectations. The goal in Morita therapy, on the other hand, is
to accept conflicts as inevitable, stop dwelling on them, and engage in constructive action with a full awareness that one will
never achieve one's ideal.
Writers in both traditions believe that focusing on emotional
symptoms exacerbates the individual's distress and social

TreabDent Perspectives
The treatment strategies that arise from the two theoretical
frameworks share some common elements. In both, therapists
are active and function as teachers to educate patients about the
nature of anxiety and the way that cognitive processes contribute to emotional distress. Moreover, within both frameworks, intellectual understanding alone is viewed as inadequate, and the central goal of treatment is to encourage the patient to engage in experiential exercises (or "taking anxious action" within the Maritan model).
As noted above, there are differences in how anxiety and cognitive processes are explained to patients. Moritans devote
more time and attention to positive reframing of social anxiety
and shinkeishitsu traits. There are also differences in the types
(COIIlirrwd on poge 7)
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General Ability Measure for Adults'· (GAMA
Jack aglieri, Ph.D. & Achilles . Bardos, Ph.D.
)

The General Ability Measure for Adults™ (GAMATM)
is a brief, self-administered, non-verbal measure of intelligence that was normed on a ce.nsus-based sample of
2360 adults. The GAMA IQ Score provides an estimate
of an individual's general intellectual ability, and four
subtest scores provide additional information about an
individual's performance.
ApPLICATIONS
The GAMA can be given by clinical, research,
and neuropsychologists in a variety of settings.
It can be a useful tool when:
- A quick estimate of general
cognitive ability is needed
- A patient speaks English as second language
- It is known or suspected that a
patient has low reading ability
-There is not sufficient time to
administer a full intelligence battery

The GAMA can be used as part of a battery of tests to:
-Evaluate a patient's ability to profit from
therapy requiring a certain level of intelligence
-Obtain an estimate of intelligence as
part of an employee selection process
- Document chang in ability over time

FEATURES
• Four types of non-verbal items
-Appropriate for ages 18 and over
-Can be completed in 25 minutes and
scored in 5 minutes using the
Microtest QTM assessment system
-Can be administered in paper and pencil
format and scored on a convenient,
carbonless, self-scoring answer sheet
- Nonverbal items make GAMA an especially
good test for people with low reading levels,
or who spe.ak English as a second language
• Provides a total score that correlates highly
(.75) with a WAlS-RTM full scale IQ,
plus four sub-scales.
GAMA PRICING
00884 GAMA Hand-Scoring Starter Kit
(Includes a Manual, 1 test item booklet,
25 carbonless answer sheets) .. , ... , , .. , .$305.00

Call to find out how you can score the GAMA on
computer in your office for as little as $5,65 per
assessment!

MHS
"General Abilily Measure tot Adults', and'GAMA', 'Imelhgenl A"emalNe'
and 'MictOl

I 0'. are Il'Ildemllllw 01 NallonaJ CompUla, Syalems.

ToU Free Canildil 1-800-268-6011
Multi-Health Systems Inc. or Fax 1-416-424-1136
6S Qverleil Blvd. Suite 210, Toronto, Qntmo, M4H-1P1
e-mail custome.r5ervice@mhs.com
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done"). The goal of treatment is to lose the self in action and
constructive living.
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Home Page of the

http://play.psych.mun.cal-dhartlclinical/

CLINICAL SECI10N

LA SECTIONDE LA
PSYCHOLOGIE CLINIQUE DELA SCP
Canadian Psychological Association

That is the URL for the Clinical Section Home Page.
Visit and give some feedback to any of the Executive or
to the current webmaster, David S. Hart.
Webpages can be feasts for the eye and mines of information. We have made a humble start with some basic information about the section and its outreach. Adding the entertaining touches is low on the priority list Adding useful
information and provision for exchange of knowledge is
the primary concern.

Index

..

~

'.

Execntive of the Clinical Section
'Purpose of the Clinical Section
'Current Projects
Notice Board
Clinical Connections on the Web
'Brocbure: The Clinical Psychologist in Canada
iDeOnition of Clinical Psycboloeist
.Fellows oC the Clinical Section
Ken Bowen Student Researcb Award Wlnnen

It is a simple matter to put executive notices on the page.
However, there are many possibilities for constructing an
information resource. These possibilities can only be realized through joint effort in which you can contribute. Useful clinical materials can be made available, as well as
various announcements and links to existing resources on
the web
Our page should be considered as work in progress.
Much of what is present was placed to indicate possibilities. Please feed information to ensure that the Clinical
Page will be worth repeated visits. Think of it as a zoo
which you will enjoy visiting at least once a week to fmd
our what's new with your friends. I constructed a feedback form to provide for interactive use of the clinical
page, but was unable to establish it on the server. Eventually...

@@@
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New E-Mail List:
DisastMH - Disaster Mental Health Professionals Online

The email directory lists those addresses submitted to the
editorfor inclusion. You are invited to submit your name
for inclusion so that more ofyour colleagues can correspond with you on the internet.
Are you interested in having a Canadian Clinical mail-list
forum? Let us know. Send your email address to the editor
: (dhart@play.psyeh.mun.ca)

Carl von Baeyer
vonbaeye@duke.usask.ea
Arthur Blue
ablue@mail.teehplus.eom
Lorraine Breault
Ibreault@oanet.eom
jeook2@UVie.CA
John R. Cook
Dave Erickson
DEriekso@ROHCG.ON.CA
Stephen Fleming
sfleming@yorku.ea
Larry Sun Fong
Isfong@web.net
Thomas Hadjistavropoulos
hadjistt@meena.ee.uregina.ea
dhart@play.psyeh.mun.ea
David S. Hart
phewitt@eortex.psyeh.ube.ea
Paul Hewitt
huneh@uottawa.ea
John Hunsley
mking@acs.uealgary.ea
Michael C. King
Leslie Langdon
leslie_Iangdon@eelink.metrodesk.metrotor.on.ea
Sam Mikail
smikail@neptune on.ea
Wayne Nadler
wnadler@tryteI.eom
Rhona Steinberg
Rhona_Steinberg@Sfu.ea
Allan Wilson
ARWILSON@ac.daI.CA

The DisastMH e-mail discussion forum serves as on ongoing
conference for disaster mental health professionals. Through
DisastMH, colleagues can discuss mental health issues in disaster preparedness, disaster response, and disaster recovery.
(However, individuals needing professional assistance are
asked to seek mental health professionals in their own geographic area.)
Relevant topics may include but are not limited to:
• Planning, development, and operations of disaster mental
health
• Volunteer issues of solicitation, maintaining interest,
recognition
• DMH and interfacing with agencies, schools, government,
etc.
• Construction of protocols for disaster response
• Handbook preparation and maintaining records
• Training issues including American Red Cross training,
critical incident stress debriefmg, and other models
• Issues of risk management (referral systems, liability,
safety, etc.)
• Ethical considerations
• Media and public relations issues
• Debriefings and interventions for disaster response
• Communication trees and classification of volunteers
• DMH leadership issues at local, state, national levels
• Clinical issues for disaster response
• Clearinghouse for material available in disaster psychology
• Peer consulting for disaster mental health services
• Communication about DMH during an ongoing disaster
If you are a mental health professional or invited associate in
disaster psychology, you are welcome to this forum. To subscribe, send the following message to
listserv@maelstrom.stjohns.edu:
subscribe DisastMH [firstname] [lastname]
For example: subscribe DisastMH B.F. Skinner
For additional infonnation, contact the list owner/moderator:
Denruth Lougeay, Ph.D.; e-mail: deneelou@znet.com.
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CPA Home Page - http://www.cpa.cal
CLINICAL INTEREST SITES

http://play.psych.mun.cal-dhartlclinicall
Our Clinical Section Home Page
http://play.psych.mun.ca/-dhartltrauma_netl
The home page for the Canadian Traumatic Stress Network
http://www.sscp.psych.ndsu.nodak.edu
Home page ofthe Sociaty ofthe Scientific Study of
Clinical Psychology (SSCP), SectionIII ofDivision 12
ofAPA. See the list ofManuals for Empirically Validated Treatments.

©

http://www.istss.com/
Web site ofthe International Society for Traumatic Stress
Studies. Full information about the ISTSS meeting in
Montreal this November.
The Elder Abuse Home Page
http://healthy.uwaterloo.calbear/

The IntTemational Society for the Study of Dissociation has
now posted its revised treatment guidelines for DID in adults
at the following URL: http://www.issd.orglisdguide.htm

BROCHURE ORDER FORM
THE CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST IN
CANADA

There are a number of sites which have material useful
for infonnaing clients. You can review these quickly and
print them out cheaply if you fmd them useful.
http://www.mhsource.comlhelp/ref.html
Mental Health Infosource
National Alliancefor the Mentally III (NAMI or AMI)
has a web site at: http://www.nami.orgl
Check their"Help Line"for lay person oriented writeups on all major mental illness.
The APA homepage, specifically the "Psychology in
Daily Life" page at:
http://www.apa.orglpubinfo/pubinfo.html

Do let us know ofany sites you have created or visited
that could be valuable for your colleagues. We will add
them to our directory (i.e., publish them in the next
newsletter).

Send order to:

Candace Konnert, Ph.D
Department of Psychology
University of Calgary.
Calgary, Alberta
T2N 1N4
I wish to order _ brochures @ $.35
Language: English _ Franfais ~

My cheque for $

is enclosed.

(Make cheque payable to: Clinical Section CPA)
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Member at Large
Paul Hewitt

Department of Psychology
Iniversity of British Columbia
2136 Wesbrook Mall
Vancouver, BC
- V6T 124

email: PHewitt@cortex.psych.ubc.ca
tel: 604-822-5827
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·MEMBERS OF THE CLINICAL SECTION OF CPA
L...-

USTING OF THOSE WHO·PAlD THEIR SECTION DUES FOR 1997

(
Newfoundland

Ontario

BERMAN. TAMARA
CREWE. VALERIE
GAULTON. RENNIE
LIDDELl, MARIE ANDREE

BIALIK. ROBERT
BIENERT. PHD. HELEN
BOULAIS. DR. GILLES
BOURDEAU. PATRICIA
BROOKER. DR. HARVEY
BROOKS. DR. WlUIAM COY
BUIS. TOM
CAINE. GRANT CHURCH.
MICHAEL
CAMARGO. DR. ROBERT J.
CHIAROT. JOHN V.
COLLETTA. SALVATORE
DE WET. CHARLES
DHAWAN. SONIA
ERICKSON. DAVID
FARRELL. SUSAN
FLEMING. DR. STEPHEN J.
FliNTOFF.MARGARET
GARBER. JOSEPH
GERBER. DR MARILEN J.
GIlMOUR-BARRETT. DR. KAREN
CLAIRE
GIRASH. MARTIN
GOLDSMITH. DR. LEONARD J.
GOLDSTEIN. CATHY
GOODMAN. DR. JOHN T.
GREENHAM. STEPHANIE
GROVES. DR. JOHN R.
HAU. ElIZABETH
HASKINS. CAROLYN E.
HELMKAY. OWEN SCOTT
HERMAN. JENNIFER
HOLT. JULIA
HUNSLEY. JOHN DESMOND
HYDE. DR. SUSAN
JACKSON. DR IRIS
JOHNSTON. DR LINDA
JOSEFOWITZ. DR. NINA
KAHGEE. SYLVIA
KAUFMAN. ILANA
KLEIN PLATZ. PEGGY J.
KUMCHY. DR. C.I.GAYLE
lANE. CHRISTOPHER
lANGEWlSCH. MARK w.J.
LEBLANC. JEAN-LUC
LEE. CATHERINE
LEFEBVRE. MONIQUE
LESONSKY. ELAINE
lEVENE. MARLENE
LONG. DR. JAMES A.
MAHONEY. MARITA
MANION. DR. IAN G.
MERILAINEN. SUSAN
MESTER. DR. FIORE B.
MEYERS. SUSAN
MIKAlL. SAMUEL
MILLER. DR. HAROLD R.
MUIRHEAD. JAMES
O·CONNOR. CHRISTINE
PARTHUN.RAY
PHIlliPS. JEFFREY
PILOWSKY. JUDITH
PISTERMAN. SUSAN
RAYKO. DONALD
RESTOULE. BRENDA M.
RIDGLEY. DR JEANNE NEWTON
RITCHIE. DR. PIERRE l.J.
ROLDYCH. DR. GERLINDE M.
ROY-CYR. DR YOLANDE
RYDER. ANDREW
SAUNDERS. DOUGLAS
SCHMIDT. DR NANCY
SEAGRAM. BELINDA

Nova Scotia
BILSBURY. CHRISTOPHER D.
COUINS. JEAN P
CORKUM. VAlERIE LYNN
HARTlEY. SUSAN
HARVEY. NATASHA
HAYES. DR. CHARLES JA
HENDRICK. DR. JENNIFER
HOWES. DR JANICE
LUDMAN. DR WENDY LYNNE
MACGREGOR. MICHAEL
MAlWYCHUK. DR AlANA K.
POND. MIRANDA
SARWAR. KAISER
VALLIS. MICHAEL
WETMORE. ANN ANITA
WILSON. DR. ALLAN R.

Prince Edward Island
SMITH. PHILIP BRUCE

New Brunswick
BOUDREAU. SUZANNE
BOULAY. MAURICE A.
BYERS. DR ElAINE SANDRA
D·AMOURS. PIERRETTE
HILL. JAMES K
MCNEIl, KEVIN
ROXBOROUGH. CHARLENE
SCATTALON. YVETTE
STOPPARD. DR. JANET M.

Province de Quebec
ABOUSSAFY. DAVID
Al-TAI. NAZAR
BEAN. PAULA
BERGEY. ANNIE
ClEVELAND. JANET
COSTI. TIZIANA
DAVElAAR. EILEEN
DOYLE. DR. ANNA-BETH
DUGAS. MICHEL
GAUDREAU-ASSELIN. NICOLE
GIANNOPOULOS. CONSTANTINA
KEARNEY. HELENE
KIelY. DR. MARGARET C.
KNIGHT. CHRISTINE
LAMY. PIERRE
LAROUCHE. DR. LOUISE
LAUTMAN. CLAUDE J.
LEHOUX. PASCALE M.
MERRIOTT. LORRAINE
MOREL. M. GILLES
MORIN. CHARLES
MURDACA. lINA
PROSTAK. MICHELLE
ROTHENBERG. PEARL C.
ROYER. MAURICE
SCHACHTER.STEVEN
SMITH. TIMOTHY
VlLLEMURE. M. JOCELYN
VOSS. KIRSTEN
WAINRIB. DR. BARBARA

SERVICE. DR. JOHN C.
SHAFFER. DR. CYNTHIA
SNOW. DR. W. GARY
STEFFY. DR. RICHARD A.
STEIN. DR. STEVEN J.
TASCA. GEORGE
THOMPSON. RITA
TOLOMICZENKO. DR. GEORGE
TOUKMANIAN. DR. SHAKE G.
TREMBLEY. DR CAROLLE
VALERIO. HELEN PATRICIA
WHITE. KAREN
WILSON. KEITH
WORTHINGTON. DR. ALAN G.
WRIGHT. NICOLA
ZlVlAN. MS. MARILYN T.
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MASH. DR. ERIC J.
MASSON. ANDRE
MIlliGAN. MAUREEN
MISHRA, RAMA
MOTHERSILl, DR. KERRY J.
MUIR, DOUGLAS
OKE.CARRIE
PAGLIARO, DR LOUIS A.
PETTlFOR. DR. JEAN L
RACH-LONGMAN. KATHARINA
ROBINSON. DR. ROBERT W.
SCHMAlZ, BARBARA
SINHA. DR. BIRENDRA K.
SIROTA. PERRY
TRUSCOTT. DEREK
VAN MASTRIGT. DR. ROBERT l.
WATT. LISA
ZENDEl. DR. IVAN

Manitoba
ADKINS. DR. M.ElIZABETH
BOUlET. CONNIE
BRODER, REBECCA
CAIRNS. SHARON
D'ENTREMONT. DR. BARBARA

ANNe
ENNS. KENNETH LOEWEN
FELDGAIER. DR. STEVEN
GRAFF. LESLEY
GRAYSTON. ALANA
GRETZ. JAMES
MARTIN. DR. ROBERT M.
MCISAAC. MICHAEL K.
MOORE. W. ALLAN
MUNICK. MARIA
NEWTON. DR. JAMES H.
ROMANO. ELISA
ROWAN. VMENNE CAROLE
WALKER. DR. JOHN R.
WALKER. JACQUELINE

Saskatchewan
ARNOLD. W. JAMES
FARTHING. DR. GERAlD R.
GOFF. LAURIE
HADJISTAVROPOULOS. THOMAS
HANNA. CINDY
MACLEOD. FARlEY
MCMULLEN. MS LINDA M.
WINDER. FERN

Alberta
AMUNDSON. DR. JON
BENNETT. WAYNE LLEWELLYN
BERGEN. ANNE-MARIE
BICKLEY. DR. RICHARD S.G.
BOULTER, PAMELA
BREAULT. LORRAINE J.
CADMAN. THEODORE PHIlliP
CONSTABLE. DOROTHY
DEWEY. DEBORAH
DOBSON. DEBORAH J.G.
DOBSON. DR KEITH STEPHEN
EGGER. LORI
FONG. LARRY SUN
FUNG.CAROLYN
GRIFFITHS. DR. LYN
HAUCK. JOY
JOYCE. ANTHONY
KING. DR. MICHAEL
KNEPPERS. KIRSTIE
KONNERT. DR. CANDACE
LONGMAN.R.STEWART
MAHONEY. DR. ANNE
MARTIN. JANIS

British Columbia
ALDEN. DR. LYNN E.
BUSH. AliCE
CARMICHAEl, DR. JOHN A.
CHAN. DR. DAVID C.
COLBY. MR. ROBERT l.
COOK. JOHN ROY
COX. DR. DAVID NEIL
CRAIG. DR. KENNETH D.
EHRENBERG. MARION
EVELEIGH. DAVID
flYNN. CAROL ANN
FOREMAN. MICHAEL E.
FRANSBLOW. MR. JEROME I.
HART. DR. DAVID S.
HEMPHIll, JAMES
HEWITT. PAUL
HOWES. D'ANNE
JOHNSTON. DR. CHARLOTTE J.
KLINE. DR ROBERT G
KOCH. WILLIAM
KOLTON. DAVID
LEY. DR. ROBERTG.
LUSTIG. DR. STEPHEN D.
LUTZ. SHERRI ANNE
OGLOFF. JAMES ROBERT
OLlEY. MAUREEN
PARKER. SANDRA
ROCHE. DIANE
SAMSON. DEBORAH CHRISTINE
SHAlMAN. DR. DENIS C.
SORIANO. ERIN LEIGH
SPElLACY. DR. FRANK J.
STEIN. LEONARD M.
TIEDEMANN. GEORGIA L
TOTH. JEAN LAURA
WAY. DR. GAYLEM.
WELCH. DR. STEVEN JOHN
WILKIE, COLLEEN F.

Ghana
DANQUAH. DR A. SAMUEL

